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● Please let us know if there are problems with sound or video

● We’ll answer all your questions at the end of the webinar

● Join our Telegram chat to discuss this and other topics with 
fellow affiliates
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Before We Begin



  

● Campaign settings

● Statistics and dashboard updates

● Native updates

● General platform updates
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On Our Agenda
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CAMPAIGN SETTINGS1

1. Lowered the min CPA Goal
from $0.05 to $0.01 

- to accommodate campaigns 
with low conversion costs (i.e., 
push subscriptions)
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CAMPAIGN SETTINGS1

2. CPA Goal 2.0 rate value: up to 3 digits can now be added after the decimal point
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CAMPAIGN SETTINGS1

3. Added iPhone & iPad
targeting
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STATISTICS 
UPDATES
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STATISTICS UPDATES: Columns2

1. Show & hide columns 
on campaign list

2. New columns − CR, 
CPA, CPC, CPM
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STATISTICS UPDATES: Dashboard2

1. New campaign 
report − group 
by user activity

2. We added CR 
& CPA
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NATIVE 
UPDATES
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TARGET CPA FOR NATIVE ADS3

Target CPA 

is an algorithm that 
automatically optimizes your 
Native CPC campaigns 
according to the target price 
per conversion you are 
willing to pay
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SMART ROTATOR FOR NATIVE ADS3

● With CPC bidding + Smart 
Rotator, you are getting an 
auto-optimization tool that 
pares down all 
underperforming creative 
sets 

● With CPM + Smart Rotator, 
you can A/B test your 
creatives
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{Cost} TOKEN FOR NATIVE ADS3

● See the real cost of your traffic

● The {cost} is passed to your 
tracker automatically

● Even if you change the bid, you 
would still see the actual costs in 
your tracker
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INTERSTITIAL CAMPAIGNS’ UI MERGED WITH NATIVE ADS3

Based on our research, Native Ads and 
Interstitials have similar performance 
characteristics

● The quality of traffic will be same high

● One interface = Simple setup. You 
don’t have to prepare separate 
creatives for each ad format

● MORE traffic
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REVAMPED TRACKING PAGE4

● Simplified 
integration with a  
pre-generated 
code for each 
tracker
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HTML PUSH NOTIFICATIONS EXAMPLES4

● Preview all your 
creatives in detail

● Avoid cropping 
issues on various 
devices
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FEATURES SUGGESTIONS4

1. Ade Hughes: Your platform is already great. Two other suggestions for greater 
improvement would be to have a bid adjustment setting next to each campaign without 
having to go into the campaign setting level. Also, it would be nice if we could use a 
separate campaign URL link for each creative within a campaign to help with more 
accurate tracking. I think both of these suggestions would make your platform even 
better. Thanks!

2. Jonathan Walters: Your platform is already pretty great, but there is one feature that 
would make it even better. Could you make it so that us advertisers are able to target 
traffic by site category? (such as only targeting sports sites for our sports campaigns, only 
targeting finance sites for finance campaigns, etc.).
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FEATURES SUGGESTIONS4

3.  Automated sequence of campaign will be a great idea to convert people from :علاء الصالحي
cold to hot and increase conversion rate.

4. Ivaylo Matev: Add the option to automatically add link and creative to a campaign with pre 
set budgets for each add in this campaign: Example : I have RSS news feed and I want to 
give initial push to all publications by providing them with 1000 visits each paying xxxx per 
click - I just add the RSS feed and know that each new publication will get this visits 
without the need to upload manually each new publication.

5. Samuel Nwosu: Adding Automatic rule and giving us more access to control our CPA goal 
campaigns.

6. Tachfine Amnay: Adding micro niche targeting, how the website is focused on a niche. :-)
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FEATURES SUGGESTIONS4

7. Josef Jad: 1. Change the minimum deposit to $ 25 Or 50$ There are beginners who 
want to experiment. This option will give more money to PropellerAds. 2. Add video ads in 
Native ads will bring the dropshipping advertisers Video ads are integrated with site 
content. 3. Add Many new languages   to the site (French, Spanish and Arabic). 4. Create 
a mobile application to monitor the statistics of ads and their results with the possibility of 
modifying or stopping them. All of these suggestions will increase the incoming funds of 
the site and will bring new advertisers and facilitate the work on PropellerAds.

8.  The appointment of a marketing company in each country speaks the :ملابس حدیثى الولادة
language of the country with a local phone number and the inclusion of Arabic, English, 
French, Spanish and German sites for the company and when entering the site find the 
person speaks the language and everything is easy whatever his experience and 
education I know he needs work Many, but a great development for the company.👌
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